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Umpire Coaching Procedure for Assisting Umpires with Game Management.

Umpire coaches have been empowered to assist the umpires on the court to manage players continually breaking the 
rules and how to manage di�cult situations.

Foremost in all coaches mind is “how can I help these players to understand their responsibilities” not how can a make 
them feel degraded and unhappy and unable to comply or understanding what is required of them.  It is worth 
remembering  that 90% of our association players are under age and that means are minors.  Most of us have kids, 
think about how we might want our children addressed before we start to communicate.

With this in mind I would expect the coaches to follow the procedures set out below and remember that clubs are 
being encouraged to approach the umpire coaches to get a better understanding of the rules, we need to listen to 
them.  As some of those people engaging the umpire coach do have a higher level of exposure to the game.

As a preface to this procedure, it should predominately  be applied to the afternoon games, however it a coach sees a 
player behaving inappropriately they will have a quite word with them.

 i) If the umpire is not con�dent then run with them, encourage them when they make the right   
  decisions and ensure they have a loud whistle and voice.
 ii) Ensure that the coach have their whistle on hand if it is needed to show them how loud they   
  should be.  There is no reason why an umpire coach cannot overblow a learning umpire when  
   teaching them the procedure.
 iii) It is required that the coach speak through the umpire ie use the word continual or persistent   
  breaking of the rules, show them how to give a verbal communication ie WD stay out of the   
  circle otherwise I will have to caution you?
 iv) When giving a caution ensure that the umpire holds time and does the talking the coach just   
  needs to direct them.  At no stage does the coach or umpire come on court and touch players.
 v) Once the procedure is completed and the umpire carries on with the game, the umpire    
  coach can then talk to the team coach and explain what the caution was for.      
  Umpire coaches are not there to correct player errors,  simply to explain the rule.

In the morning timeslots, the umpires neither know how to deliver a caution or yet understand it.  It should be pointed 
out that most of the players are still learning their craft and need to be guided in the correct practice.  So the best 
course of action is to assist the umpires in recognising and penalising major infringements particularly obstruction 
early, then this will alleviate any major concerns both the coaches and umpires may have.


